Ski Levels 1-9

1 Foundations, Glide & change directions out of gravity line

2 Skating, deliberate turning, using lifts and developing directional control

3 Linking wedge turns on beginner slopes, comfortable on chairlifts, exploring green terrain

4 Skiing all greens on the mountain, start matching skis

5 Wedge Christies, steeper greens and easy blue runs, refined turning of feet & legs, effective use of poles

6 Comfortable on all blue runs in basic parallel, beginning bumps, start refining tipping moves

7 Comfortable skiing all blue and groomed black runs in parallel turns. Increased confidence in variable terrain & snow conditions

8 Skiing dynamic turns on all black runs, variable terrain and snow conditions, park & pipe, big bumps.

9 Mastery of skiing anytime, anywhere, any condition including freestyle and extreme terrain